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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses an extension of our prev
work (Saitou, 1998) on robustness optimization of flexible m
ufacturing systems (FMS) that undergo forecasted produc
plan variations. The extension is made to a more general
of FMS performing “non-linear” or “cyclic” production that a
lows multiple operation types per one machine type. As in
previous work (Saitou, 1998), a configuration of an FMS is m
eled as a colored Petri net and the associated transition
sequence, and the robustness of FMS is defined as the ins
tivity of production performances against variations in prod
tion plan. The optimization of the robustness of the colored P
net model is formulated as a multi-objective optimization pr
lem which minimizes production costs under multiple prod
tion plans (batch sizes for all jobs), and reconfiguration cost
to production plan changes. A genetic algorithm, coupled w
a dispatching rule based on shortest imminent operation
(SIO), is used to simultaneously find an semi-optimal resou
allocation and event-driven schedule of a colored Petri net.
resulting Petri nets are then compared with the Petri nets
mized for a particular production plan in order to address
effectiveness of the robustness optimization. The simulation
sults suggest that the proposed robustness optimization sc
should be considered when the products are moderately diff
in their job specifications so that optimizing for a particular p
duction plan creates inevitably bottlenecks in product flow an
deadlock under other production plans.
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INTRODUCTION
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) are a class of ma

ufacturing system which can be quickly configured to produ
multiple types of products (jobs). Recent increase in the u
of FMS is driven by the need of agile manufacturing that ca
quickly adopt changes in production plans (batch sizes for
jobs) due to market demand fluctuation. While the increas
flexibility of an FMS provides greater productivity under variou
production scenario, it imposes increased complexity in alloc
tion of given resources to different operations required in maki
each product, and the scheduling of the sequence of activitie
accomplish the best production efficiency (Lee, 1994).

In order to quickly adapt fluctuating market demand, the r
source allocation and scheduling, or configuration in short, of
FMS should not simply be optimized for the current productio
plan. Rather, it should ideally beoptimized for robustnessagainst
the variation in production plans, so that the system can deal w
the variation with minimal reconfiguration (i.e., reallocation and
rescheduling) while achieving consistently efficient productio
under all production plans of interest (Saitou, 1998). For this
reliable forecast on the future change in production plan must
provided, which may or may not be available at a given time.

Assuming such forecasts are available, let us consider
scenario where an FMS simultaneously produces two kinds
products A and B, and the total number of production (sum of t
numbers of A’s and B’s to be produced) per unit time (eg.a day)
is kept constant with production plan variation (i.e.,only a frac-
tion of the two products varies). When A and B are very simila
in their job specifications, then, it is conjectured that one wou
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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not need to consider robustness optimization since the confi
ration optimized for the current production plan is robust enou
such that little system reconfigurations are necessary to deal
production plan change (imagine the extreme of this case wh
A and B are identical). On the other hand, when products un
simultaneous production aremoderatelydifferent, slight change
in the production plan will heavily impact production efficienc
possibly due to the creation of bottlenecks in product flow. T
would necessitate the system reconfiguration in order to ach
efficient production under the new production plan.

The above conjecture motivated our previous work on Pe
net based robustness optimization of FMS under production
variation (Saitou, 1998). The simple production scenarios d
cussed in the work validated this conjecture for a class of F
performing “linear” production that only allows one operatio
type per one machine type. This paper presents an exten
of this previous work to a more general class of FMS p
forming “non-linear” or “cyclic” production that allows multi-
ple operation types per one machine type. As in our pre
ous work (Saitou, 1998), a configuration of an FMS is mo
eled as a colored Petri net and the associated transition fi
sequence, and the robustness of FMS is defined as the ins
tivity of production performances against variations in produ
tion plan. The optimization of the robustness of the colored P
net model is formulated as a multi-objective optimization pro
lem which minimizes production costs under multiple produ
tion plans (batch sizes for all jobs), and reconfiguration cost
to production plan changes. A genetic algorithm, coupled w
a dispatching rule based on shortest imminent operation t
(SIO), is used to simultaneously find an semi-optimal resou
(machine) allocation and event-driven schedule of a colored P
net. The resulting Petri nets are then compared with the Petri
optimized for a particular production plan in order to validate t
above conjecture.

RELATED WORK
Petri nets (Petri, 1962) have been widely used for analy

and simulation of FMS due to their capability of modeling co
currency, synchronization and sequencing in discrete-event
tems (Dubois, 1983; Narahari, 1985). In addition to such use
an analysis tool, Petri net models are often used for FMS sche
ing problems. Given ajob specification(operation sequence
needed for each job, the machine types and processing tim
each operation), and the correspondingresource allocation(the
number of machines in each type), one can construct a Petr
model of an FMS, where event-driven operation schedules of
modeled FMS are represented as the transition firing seque
of the Petri net. Due to the NP-completeness of the underly
job-shop scheduling problem (JSSP) (Garey, 1979), an opti
schedule is often found via heuristic search algorithms such
beam search (Shih, 1991), A* algorithm (Lee, 1994) and gen
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algorithms (Chiu, 1997), coupled with discrete-event simulat
of the operation of the Petri net model.

In general, the quality of the optimal schedule is influenc
by the quality of resource allocation (i.e., the topology of the
Petri net model) for a given job specification. This motivates
simultaneousoptimization of resource allocation and sched
ing, a generalization of JSSP known as generalized resou
constrained project scheduling problems (GRCPSP), whic
also NP-complete (Garey, 1979). GRCPSP is typically form
lated as discrete programming problems and solved by heur
search algorithms (Sprecher, 1994). The solution provide
optimal allocation of a given resources (i.e.,machines) and time-
driven operation schedules. Although event-driven schedules
often preferred for FMS scheduling due to their robustness (L
1994), discrete-event based models such as Petri nets are
used for GRCPSP due to the computational time for the mo
simulation.

In the above work, the search is directed towards the
covery of the schedule (and the resource allocation in the c
of GRCPSP) optimized for afixedproduction plan, which could
potentially be sensitive to a small perturbation in the current p
duction plan. In continuous mathematical programming, t
issue is addressed as sensitivity analyses, where the sens
of the optimum to small parameter perturbation is computed
most cases, in terms of Lagrange multipliers. Several met
has been proposed to find an optimal (or suboptimal) solu
of nonlinear programming problems which is less sensitive
parameter perturbations (d’Entremont, 1988; Parkinson, 19
Sundaresan, 1993). Since these methods are essentially a
plication of Taguchi’s robust parameter design (Taguchi, 19
Taguchi, 1987) to nonlinear programming, they are designed
continuous optimization problems, and hence do not directly
ply to problems involving discrete design parameters, such as
FMS scheduling problems using Petri nets discussed above.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Colored Petri net model of manufacturing systems

Colored Petri nets (Alla, 1985; David, 1992) are an ext
sion of ordinary Petri nets where a place can contain multiple
kens distinguished by a “color” associated with each token. T
extension allows colored Petri nets to model manufacturing s
tems capable of simultaneous production of multiple product
a graphically elegant manner by associating types of prod
with colors of tokens. As an ordinary Petri net, a colored P
net is a directed graph consisting of two types of node,places
and transitions. Two nodes are connected by an directed ed
which connects either a place to a transition or a transition
place (see Figures 1–3).

In a basic form, a colored Petri netR is defined as a six-tuple
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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R= 〈P,T, pre, post,m0,C〉 (1)

whereP is a set of places,T is a set of transitions andC is a
set of colors. pre and post are functions of the typeP×T ×
C 7→ Z|C| andm0 : P 7→ Z|C| is the initial marking, whereZ is
a set of integers. A placep∈ P is graphically represented by a
circle, and a transitiont ∈ T is represented by a bar. A place ca
contain one or more tokens (with possibly different colors). T
number and colors of tokens at a placep∈P is calledmarkingof
the place denoted asm(p), wherem : P 7→ Z|C|, and represented
graphically as colored dots in a circle1. Let placesp, q and a
transitiont are connected by edges(p,t) and(t,q). The placep
is called aninput placeof the transitiont, and the placeq is called
an output placeof the transitiont. Marking of places change
according to the following rules:

1. For each input placep of a transitiont, if m(p)≥ pre(p,t,c)
for a color,t is calledenabledwith respect to the colorc.

2. If a transitiont is enabled with respect to a colorc, it can
fire.

3. If a transitiont enabled with respect to a colorc fires,m(p)
changes tom(p)− pre(p,t,c), and for each output placeq
of t, m(q) changes tom(q)+ post(q,t,c).

In addition to the above basic definition, capacities to plac
and time associated with places are often defined in FMS mod
ing (timed places with capacities). In this case, an enabled tra
tion t can fire only if an enabling token has been in the input pla
p longer than or equal to a specified time2, and the total number
of tokens does not exceed the capacity of the output placeq as a
result of marking change. A sequence of marking changes in
places of a colored Petri net is calledevolution of marking. The
evolution of marking in a colored Petri net from the initial mark
ing represents the sequence of event occurrences in the mod
discrete-event system.

Figures 1–3 illustrate the evolution of marking in a sim
ple colored Petri net that models a production facility consi
ing of one “start” bufferps, and one machinepm1 of type M1,
and one machinepm2 of type M2. The production facility is to
produce two types of products<a> and<b> which both need
just one operation to finish. The machines of typeM1 is capa-
ble of performing this operation on both product types<a> and
<b> with an unit time, while the machines of typeM2 can only
perform the operation on product<b> with an unit time. This
job specification is summarized in Table 1, where columns
dicate jobs (product types) and rows indicate operations (o
1In most literature, however, a token is represented as< c>, wherec is a
symbol representing the color of the token, as they are not normally printed in
color.

2This assumes a “clock” keeping track of the marking changes.
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Table 1. example job specifications.

J<a> J<b>

1 M1(1) M1(1)/M2(1)

t1{<a>,<b>} t2{<b>}

f f

t3{<a>,<b>} t4{<b>}

g

f

g

g

f

g

ps
<a>
<b>
<b>

pg

pm1 pm2

Figure 1. colored Petri net which models a production facility with start

buffer ps, two machines pm1 and pm2, and goal buffer pg with initial mark-

ings at clock = 0.

one for both jobs in this example). The numbers in parenthe
adjacent to machine typesM1 andM2 indicate the process time
for the corresponding operation (all unity in this example).
this colored Petri net,P = {ps, pm1, pm2, pg}, T = {t1,t2,t3,t4},
C = {<a>,<b>}, m0(ps) = (1,2), andm0(pm1) = m0(pm2) =
m0(pg) = (0,0). It is assumed thatps andpg have infinite capac-
ities, andpm1 and pm2 have capacities equal to one (machin
can process one product at a time). Since no products are e
created or deleted during the operation of FMS, the functionspre
andpostare simply expressed in terms of “shorthand” functio
f ,g : C 7→ C defined in Appendix . The colors listed next
each transition in Figures 1–3 indicatesenabling colorsof the
transition, with respect of which the transition can be enable
appears in the input place.

At the start of the production cycle (i.e., clock = 0), the
machines are not working and the unfinished products,
<a> and two <b>’s, are located in the start bufferps, as
given in the initial markingm0(ps) = (1,2). Sincem0(ps) >
pre(ps,t1,<a>), pre(ps,t1,<b>) andm0(ps) > pre(ps,t2,<b>),
transitiont1 is enabled with respect to both<a> and<b>, andt2
is enabled with respect to<b>. Let us assumet2 fires at the next
clock cycle (clock = 1). Then,m(ps) changes from(1,2) to (1,1)
as pre(ps,t2,<b>) = <b> = (0,1), and hence one of two toke
<b>’s is removed fromps. Also m(pm2) changes from(0,0) to
(0,1) aspost(pm2,t2,<b>) = <b>, and hence the token<b> re-
moved formps appears inpm2. At this point, transitionst1, t2
andt4 are enabled. Let us assumet1 fires at the next clock cycle
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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t1{<a>,<b>} t2{<b>}

f f

t3{<a>,<b>} t4{<b>}

g

f

g

g

f

g

ps

<a>

<b>

<b>

pg

pm1 pm2

Figure 2. state of the colored Petri net after firing of t2 with <b> at clock

= 1, and t1 with <a> at clock = 2.

(clock = 2). The transitiont1 has the choice of firing either<a>
or <b>. Supposet1 fires <a>. Proceeding similar to the prev
ous firing, the token<a> is removed fromps and appears inpm1

(Figure 2). This represents the system state of the machinepm1

processing the product<a> and the machinepm2 processing the
product<b>3.

Although all transitions are enabled at this point, onlyt3 or
t4 can fire since firingt1 andt2 would result in exceeding the ca
pacity of placespm1 andpm2. Let us assumet3 is fired at the next
clock cycle (clock = 3) and this moves<a> in pm1 to pg. This
means the machinepm2 has now finished processing the produ
<a> and send it to the goal bufferpg. Then,t1, t2, andt4 are
enabled but onlyt1 or t4 can fire. The subsequent firing oft1 with
<b> at clock = 4 followed by the firing oft4 with <b> at clock
= 5 would move<b> in pg to pm1, and<b> in pm2 to pg (Fig-
ure 3). This represents that the machinepm1 is now processing
the product<b> while machinepm2 has finished processing th
product<b> and send it to the goal buffer.

At the next clock cycle (clock = 6), onlyt1 can fire, which
would move<b> in pm1 to pg. One production cycle complete
at this point sincem0(ps) = m(pg), with the makespan being si
clock cycles.

As illustrated above, a sequence of transition firing of a c
ored Petri net can be interpreted as an even-driven schedu
the modeled manufacturing systems. Therefore, choosing a
sition firing sequence in the above example would result in a
ferent evolution of markings,i.e.,different schedule, that would
yield a different system behavior. In general, topology of a c
ored Petri net model is determined by the job specification (o
ation sequences needed for each job, the machine types an
cessing time for each operation), and the corresponding reso
allocation (the number of machines in each type).
3In fact, pm2 has finished processing<b> at this point, but the completed<b>
has not yet been transfered topg.
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t1{<a>,<b>} t2{<b>}

f f

t3{<a>,<b>} t4{<b>}

g

f

g

g

f

g

ps

<b>

<b>
pg

pm1 pm2

<a>

Figure 3. state of the colored Petri net after firing of t2 with <b> at clock

= 1, t1 with <a> at clock = 2, t3 with <a> at clock = 3, t1 with <b> at clock

= 4, and t4 with <b> at clock = 5.

Robustness optimization of FMS configurations
We consider a scenario where an FMS simultaneously p

duces multiple types of products which share common resour
Within this scenario, we define therobustness of FMSas the in-
sensitivity of production performances against variations in p
duction plan, and therobustness optimization of FMS4 as the op-
timization of the robustness of FMS as defined above.

In the following, it is assumed that theproduction planof
the FMS is given in terms of the batch sizes of all jobs,i.e., the
numbers of each types of the products to be produced duri
production cycle. Letn be the number of types of the product
Then, the production plan can be represented asρ∈ Zn. Suppose
the total number of production (sum of the numbers ofn product
types to be produced) per unit time is kept constant to, sayN, and
hence the production plan changes are only due to the cha
in thefractionof the product types. Let the fraction beαi , where
0≤ αi ≤ 1 for i = 1,2, ...,n and∑n

i=1 αi = 1, or collectively be
ann dimensional vectora. GivenN, therefore, a production plan
can be uniquely specified as a function of the fraction vectoa,
which we shall callρ(a).

Let ρ(a0) be the current production plan. We assum
the forecasts on production plan changes within the timefra
of interest are available as a sequence ofm production plans
ρ(a1),ρ(a2), . . . ,ρ(am).

Our objective is to optimize the robustness of the curr
configuration (resource allocation and schedule) of the F
against the given variation in production plans.Namely, we want
to minimize reconfiguration while achieving consistently effici
production under all of m production plans foreclosed. Let x0 be
the current configuration of the FMS, andx1,x2, . . . ,xm be the
4The term “robustness optimization” should be distinguished from the similar
term “robust optimization,” which usually refers to the optimization algorithms
whose performances are insensitive to variations in parameters of the algorithms.

Copyright  1999 by ASME
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future configurations corresponding themproduction plans fore-
casted. Then, the problem can be formulated as the simultane
minimization of the following 2m+ 2 functions:

makespan(x j ,ρ(a j)) j = 0,1, . . . ,m (2)

facility-cost(x0,x1, . . . ,xm) (3)

reconfig-cost(x j ,x j+1) j = 0,1, . . . ,m−1 (4)

where makespan(x j ,ρ(a j)) is the makespan of the FMS
with the configurationxj under the production planρ(a j),
facility-cost(x0,x1, . . . ,xm) is the total facility cost for the con-
figurationsx0,x1, . . . ,xm, and reconfig-cost(x j ,x j+1) is the re-
configuration cost from the configurationx j to the configuration
x j+1.

Given the configurationx j and the production planρ(a j),
makespan(x j ,ρ(a j)) can be evaluated using discrete-event sim
lations based on a colored Petri net of an FMS. The facility co
is estimated simply as the total cost of the machines utilized
them+ 1 configurationsx0,x1, . . . ,xm:

facility-cost(x0,x1, . . . ,xm) = ∑
k

ck ·max
j
{nk(x j)} (5)

whereck is the cost of the machine of typek, andnk(x) is the
number of the machines of typek used in the configurationx.

Reconfiguration cost from one configuration to the other
estimated as the number of rerouting required to accomplish
new configuration,i.e., the number of routings (connection be
tween two places) in the colored Petri net which need to
changed due to the change in the resource allocation. The
configuration cost associated with the change in schedule
not considered here since, as discussed in the following s
tions, dynamic scheduling with dispatching rules adopted in t
work achieves the schedule change with virtually no expens
Namely:

reconfig-cost(xi ,x j)
= number of routing differences fromxi to x j (6)

For instance, the reconfiguration cost from the colored Pe
nets in Figure 4 to the one in Figure 5 is 4 since two routings b
tweenps andpg must be removed and added due to the remo
of one machinepm2 of the typeM2 (which can only process<b>),
and the addition of a second machineqm1 of the typeM1 (which
can process<a> and<b>).
5
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t1{<a>,<b>} t2{<b>}

f f

t3{<a>,<b>} t4{<b>}

g

f

g

g

f

g

ps

pg

pm1 pm2

Figure 4. colored Petri net before reconfiguration.

t1{<a>,<b>}

f
f

t3{<a>,<b>}

g

f

g

g

f

g

ps

pg

pm1 qm1

t2{<a>,<b>}

t4{<a>,<b>}

Figure 5. colored Petri net after reconfiguration.

Optimization using a genetic algorithm and dispatch-
ing rules

The robustness optimization of FMS configurations d
cussed in the previous section requires simultaneous optim
tion of resource allocation and scheduling. Due to the high co
plexity of the underlying optimization problem (GRCPSP), a h
brid scheme is adopted where a genetic algorithm is used
resource allocation, and dispatching rules are used fordynamic
schedulingof the colored Petri net models of a FMS. Althoug
the resulting configuration may not be guaranteed to be optim
this hybrid scheme allowsvery fast evaluation of large numbe
of feasible configurations.

Genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization technique
which points in design space are analogous to organisms su
to a process of natural selection, or ”survival of the fittest (H
land, 1975; Goldberg. 1989). GAs model reproduction in p
ulation of encoded representation of points (typically strings
bits) in design space – called genetic “chromosomes” – over g
erations. In a given generation, the quality of a chromoso
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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i.e.,a bit string representation of a point in design space, is m
sured based in a fitness function, and highly-fit chromoso
have higher chances to be selected for reproduction. Two “
ent” chromosomes selected for reproduction are mated thro
genetic crossover, resulting in two offsprings which are likely
inherit good “genes” from their parents. Many generations
such selection and mating will produce a highly-fit population
chromosomes,i.e.,better designs.

Dispatching rules are local rules which specifies priorit
in the dispatching of products to machines while production
in progress. Dispatching rules has been traditionally used
scheduling, due to its simplicity and reliability. A number of di
patching rules such as FIFO (First-In-First-Out), SIO (Shor
Imminent Operation time) and SRPT (Shortest Remaining P
cessing Time) have been successfully applied to FMS sche
ing (Choi, 1988). Although the schedules created by off-l
heuristic algorithms often outperform the ones by dispatch
rules, they allowvery fast and dynamic creation of near-optim
schedules. Also, the schedules created by dispatching rules
to berobustagainst the sudden change in resource allocatione.g.
machine breakdown), since the schedules are dynamically
ated during the operation, rather than determined off-line. In
work, an SIO rule is used for dynamic scheduling of a colo
Petri net, whose resource allocation (the numbers of mach
of each type in the job specifications) is specified by a “chrom
some,” of a genetic algorithm.

SIMULATION RESULTS
This section describes case studies of the robustness

mization of FMS as described in the previous section applie
the example production scenario withn = 2 andm= 1. In other
words, two product typesA andB are to be produced, and on
one forecast on the production plan is available.

Assumptions
We have greatly relaxed the assumptions on machine fl

bility in our previous work (Saitou, 1998), so that a type of m
chine can possibly perform multiple manufacturing operati
for multiple product types. This would allow “non-linear” o
“cyclic” routing in the colored Petri net models. Accordingl
thejob specificationthat characterizes a product type is specifi
as the numbers of operations needed to complete the produc
machine types capable of performing each operation, and
process times. In the following examples, the job specificati
of two product types are represented as a table similar to Tab
It is assumed that all machine types have a capacity of one,i.e.,
a machine can process only one product at a time.

Sincen = 2, the faction vectora has dimension 2, and henc
can be expressed using one parameterα as (α,1−α), where
0≤ α≤ 1. In all examples below, the total number of producti
6
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N per one production cycle is set to 20, and the current prod
tion plans isα = 0.9 (i.e., 18 A’s and 2 B’s), and the forecaste
production plan isα = 0.1 (i.e.,2 A’s and 18 B’s).

The 2m+2 functions as defined in Equations 2–4 withm= 1
is aggregated as a weighted sum:

f (x0,x1)
= wm · {makespan(x0,ρ(α0))+ makespan(x1,ρ(α1))}

+wf · facility-cost(x0,x1)
+wr · reconfig-cost(x0,x1) (7)

wherex0 andx1 are the configurations for the current productio
planρ(α0) and the forecasted production planρ(α1), andwm, wf

andwr are the weights of makespan, facility cost and reconfig
ration cost, respectively.

In order to study the effectiveness of the robustness o
mization, in each example the resulting optimal configurati
pair (x∗0,x

∗
1) is compared with two configurations: the one opt

mizedonlyfor the current production plan, and the one optimiz
only for the forecasted production plan. We shall refer to the
two configurations as̃x0 andx̃1, respectively. The comparison is
done by plotting the values of the following three functions re
resenting production cost of each configuration, evaluated w
α varying betweenα = 0 (only A produced) andα = 1 (only B
produced):

wm ·min{makespan(x∗0,ρ(α)),makespan(x∗1,ρ(α))}
+wf · facility-cost(x∗0,x

∗
1) (8)

wm ·makespan(x̃0,ρ(α))+ wf ·∑
k

ck ·nk(x̃0) (9)

wm ·makespan(x̃1,ρ(α))+ wf ·∑
k

ck ·nk(x̃1) (10)

We shall refer to this plot as theproduction cost–alpha plot.
In the production cost–alpha plot shown in the following exam
ples, the production cost corresponding to the optimal configu
tion pair(x∗0,x

∗
1) is denoted as Petri net 3, and the production co

corresponding tõx0 andx̃1 are denoted as called Petri net 1 an
Petri net 2, respectively. Note that Petri net 3 actually cons
of two Petri nets defined byx∗0 andx∗1 — the smaller production
cost of these two Petri nets is plotted in the production cost–al
plot.

The results in the following examples are obtained by
steady-state GA with the population size 100, the number of g
erations 50, the probability of crossover 0.9 and the probabi
of mutation 0.05. The discrete-event simulation code is writt
in C++, and the GALib from the MIT CADLAB with various in-
house enhancements is used as an optimizer. Optimization
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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Table 2. job specifications for Example 1.

J<a> J<b>

1 M2(9)/M3(3) M1(2)/M2(6)

2 M3(4) M2(7)

took at most five minutes with a 300 MHz Sun UltraSPARC 1
Workstation.

Example 1
The first example is on the production scenario where b

jobsJ<a> andJ<b> require two operations, and there are thr
machine typesM1, M2, andM3 available, according to the job
specifications shown in Table 2. The job specification indica
that the machine type 2 is the only resource shared between
jobs. This can be more clearly seen by observing the topol
of the colored Petri net model in the case when there existsonly
onemachine forall machine types, which we shall refer to as th
basic Petri net.

Figure 6 shows the basic Petri net of this job specificatio
wherepb is a buffer (with an infinite capacity) that stores bo
product types after the completion of the first operation. Duri
the optimization process, the Petri net corresponding to a p
ticular resource allocation is constructed by adding or remov
machines of each type in this basic Petri net. It is assumed
this example that the total number of the machines is bounde
four, consisting of no more than three machines per each mac
type. During optimization, a penalty is imposed to the obje
tive function (7) proportional to the amount of violation of thes
bound constraints. In addition, the costs of all machine types
assumed to be one.

Table 3 show optimal resource allocations for differe
weightsw = (wm,wf ,wr), wheren(x) = (n1(x),n2(x),n3(x)) de-
notes the vector of the numbers of machine typesM1, M2 and
M3 in the configurationx. For comparison,n(x̃0) = (0,1,3)
andn(x̃1) = (0,3,1). Since they are quite different each othe
(reconfig-cost(x̃0, x̃1) = 16), the robustness optimization cann
simply converged tox∗0 = x̃0 andx∗1 = x̃1 even withwr = 1, and
forced to find a “compromised” solutions, as shown in the se
ond row in Table 3. It is also observed in Table 3 thatn(x∗0) and
n(x∗1) becomes closer aswr increases. Forwr = 5 (bottom row in
Table 3), in fact,n(x∗0) andn(x∗1) converged to an identical value
(reconfig-cost=0), which is quite different from both̃x0 andx̃1.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the production cost–alpha p
for the cases corresponding to each rows in Table 3,i.e., w =
(1,1,1), (1,1,3) and (1,1,5), respectively. The “switch” be-
tweenx∗0 and x∗1 occurs atα = 0.7 andα = 0.5 in Figurers 7
and 8, respectively. Since forwr = 1 the optimizer is not strongly
forced to findx∗0 andx∗1 that are close to each other,x∗0 tends to
7
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,

-

o
e
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ps

pb

pg

pm2

{<a>,<b>}

pm3

{<b>}

{<a>}

{<a>}

{<a>}

{<b>}

{<b>}
{<b>}

pm1

{<a>}

{<a>,<b>}

Figure 6. basic Petri net of the job specifications in Table 2. During the

optimization process, the Petri net corresponding to a particular resource

allocation is constructed by adding or removing machines of each type in

this basic Petri net.

Table 3. resource allocation result for Example 1. For comparison,

n(x̃0) = (0,1,3) and n(x̃1) = (0,3,1).

w n(x∗0) n(x∗1) reconfig-cost

(1,1,1) (0,1,3) (1,2,1) 14

(1,1,3) (0,2,2) (1,2,1) 6

(1,1,5) (0,2,2) (0,2,2) 0

be close tõx0 (in fact equal in this case), andx∗1 tends to be close
to x̃1. This results in the production cost of Petri net 3 over
range of 0≤ α ≤ 1 being quite similar to theminimumof the
ones of Petri net 1 and Petri net 2, as shown in Figures 7.

As wr increases,x∗0 andx∗1 are forced to be closer. This re
sults in the solutions whose production costs are not as goo
x̃0 andx̃1 at α = 0.9 andα = 0.1, respectively, butconsistently
low (in other words,robust) over a wide range ofα. This trend is
clearly shown in the case ofwr = 3 (Figure 8) andwr = 5 (Fig-
ure 9). Although converged to one configuration, overall prod
tion cost of Petri net 3 forwr = 5 is higher than the productio
cost of the one forwr = 3, especially for 0≤ α ≤ 0.5. In other
words,x∗0 = x∗1 is achieved with the price of higher productio
costs.

As seen in the above results, the robustness optimization
quite effective in this example. It is observed that the limited
source sharing in the given job specifications causex̃0 and x̃0

quite different. Since they are quite different, production flo
bottlenecks are quickly created when runningx̃0 with α< 0.9 or
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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Figure 7. production cost–alpha plot for Example 1 with wr = 1. Petri net

1: n(x̃0) = (0,1,3), Petri net 2: n(x̃1) = (0,3,1), Petri net 3: n(x∗0) =
(0,1,3) and n(x∗1) = (1,2,1).
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Figure 8. production cost–alpha plot for Example 1 with wr = 3. Petri net

1: n(x̃0) = (0,1,3), Petri net 2: n(x̃1) = (0,3,1), Petri net 3: n(x∗0) =
(0,2,2) and n(x∗1) = (1,2,1).

running x̃1 with α > 0.1, which causes the significant increas
in makespan. This is more evident in Petri net 1 that has to r
on only oneM2 to processJ<b>, which is quite slow. In such
cases, the robustness optimization seems effectively find a c
figuration pair that exhibit the robust performances over a ran
of α.

Example 2
The second example is taken from Example 2 of (Lee, 199

This example is similar to Example 1 with more extensive r
8
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Figure 9. production cost–alpha plot for Example 1 with wr = 5. Petri net

1: n(x̃0) = (0,1,3), Petri net 2: n(x̃1) = (0,3,1), Petri net 3: n(x∗0) =
(0,2,2) and n(x∗1) = (0,2,2).

Table 4. job specifications for Example 1.

J<a> J<b>

1 M2(17)/M3(11) M1(10)/M2(14)

2 M1(10)/M3(18) M2(20)/M3(10)

source sharing among jobs. The job specification shown in
ble 4 indicates that all machine typesM1, M2 andM3 are shared
between two jobsJ<a> andJ<b>. This extensive resource sha
ing creates complex routings among machines and a buffe
illustrated in the basic Petri net shown in Figure 10. In the figu
pb is a buffer (with an infinite capacity) that stores both produ
types after the completion of the first operation. As in Exa
ple 1, the total number of the machines is bounded to four,
no more than three machines are allowed for each machine t
The costs of all machine types are assumed to be one.

Table 5 shows optimal resource allocations for diffe
ent weights w = (wm,wf ,wr). For comparison,n(x̃0) =
(0,1,3) and n(x̃1) = (0,3,1). Since they are fairly close
(reconfig-cost(x̃0, x̃1) = 8), the robustness optimization can co
verge tox∗0 = x̃0 andx∗1 = x̃1 with wr = 1. Forwr = 3, bothx∗0
andx∗1 converged tõx1.

Figure 11 show the production cost–alpha plot for the ca
corresponding to the second row in Table 5,i.e., w = (1,1,1).
Sincex∗0 = x̃0 andx∗1 = x̃1, the production cost of Petri net 3 ove
the range of 0≤ α ≤ 1 is exactly to the minimum of the one
of Petri net 1 and Petri net 2 where the “switch” betweenx∗0 and
x∗1 occurs atα = 0.8. Since Petri net 2 exhibits consistently lo
production cost without robustness optimization, increasingwr
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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5For the purpose of resource allocation, the robots are treated as a type of
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pb

pg

pm2 pm3pm1

{<a>,<b>} {<b>}

{<b>}

{<a>}{<a>}

{<b>} {<a>,<b>} {<a>}

{<a>} {<a>,<b>}

{<b>}

{<a>,<b>}

Figure 10. basic Petri net of the job specifications in Table 4.

Table 5. resource allocation result for Example 2. For comparison,

n(x̃0) = (1,0,3) and n(x̃1) = (2,0,2).

w n(x∗0) n(x∗1) reconfig-cost

(1,1,1) (1,0,3) (2,0,2) 8

(1,1,3) (2,0,2) (2,0,2) 0

further just forces Petri net 3 to be identical to Petri net 2, as s
in the bottom row of Table 5.

The robustness optimization is not at all effective in this e
ample. Due to the extensive resource sharing in this job spe
cations,x̃1, an optimal configuration forα = 0.1 also performs
quite well for α = 0.9. In such cases, the robustness optimiz
tions seems not to find a configuration pair which are any be
thanx̃0 or x̃1.

Example 3
The third example is the production scenario involving thr

machines and one robot that conduct three operations of
jobs, as shown in Table 6. Although all all resourcesM1, M2,
M3, andR are shared between two jobsJ<a> andJ<b>, some
operations can only be performed by one machine type. In
job specification table 6, the entry of the typeMj(t1)R(t2) means
that the corresponding operations is done by the following
quence:

1. a robot of typeRcarries the product to a machine of typeMj

(this takest2)
2. a machine of typeMj performs the operation (this takest1)
3. a robot of typeR takes the product away from a machine

typeMj (this takest2).
9
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Figure 11. production cost–alpha plot for Example 2 with wr = 1. Petri

net 1: n(x̃0) = (1,0,3), Petri net 2: n(x̃1) = (2,0,2), Petri net 3: n(x∗0) =
(1,0,3) and n(x∗1) = (2,0,2).

Table 6. job specifications for Example 3.

J<a> J<b>

1 M1(10)R(3)/M2(12)R(3) M1(7)

2 M3(5) M2(5)R(2)/M3(10)

3 M1(5)R(3)/M2(8) M3(12)

Figure 12 shows the basic Petri net of the job specificatio
in Table 6. In the figure,pb1 andpb2 are buffers (with an infinite
capacity) that store both product types after the completion of
first and the second operations, respectively. Close examina
of the basic Petri net reveals that there are potential of deadl
situation among theR, M1 andM2, depending on the sequenc
of transition firing. The total number of the machines in th
example is bounded to ten, and no more than three machines
allowed for each machine type5. In order to discourage the use
of many machines, the costs of all machine types are assume
be twenty.

Table 7 shows optimal resource allocations for differe
weightsw = (wm,wf ,wr). For comparison,n(x̃0) = (1,1,3,1)
andn(x̃1) = (2,1,2,2). Since they areverydifferent each other
(reconfig-cost(x̃0, x̃1) = 17), the robustness optimization cann
simply converged tox∗0 = x̃0 andx∗1 = x̃1 even withwr = 10, and
forced to find a “compromised” solutions, as shown in the se
ond row in Table 7. Forwr = 30, bothx∗0 andx∗1 converged to
one configuration, which is quite different from bothx̃0 andx̃1.
machines.

Copyright  1999 by ASME
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Figure 12. basic Petri net of the job specifications in Table 6.

Table 7. resource allocation result for Example 3. For comparison,

n(x̃0) = (1,1,3,1) and n(x̃1) = (2,1,2,2).

w n(x∗0) n(x∗1) reconfig-cost

(1,1,10) (1,1,3,2) (2,1,3,2) 10

(1,1,30) (3,3,3,1) (3,3,3,1) 0

Figures 13 and 14 show the production cost–alpha plot
the cases corresponding to each row in Table 5,i.e.,w = (1,1,10)
and(1,1,30). The missing points in these figures indicate p
duction cost is infinity due to deadlock occurred during the s
ulation. In the case ofwr = 10 shown in Figures 13, Petri net
and Petri net 2 experience deadlock at almost any values oα,
except for the small neighborhood of the values they are o
mized for. Petri net 3, on the other hand, exhibits consiste
low production costs over 0≤ α≤ 1, although outperformed b
Petri net 1 and Petri net 2 nearα = 0.9 andα = 0.1, respec-
tively. Since the same SIO dispatching rules are used for
cases, this indicates Petri net 3 avoids deadlock simply by
source allocation and “switching” betweenx∗0 andx∗1, which in
this case occurs atα = 0.2 andα = 0.8. In the case ofwr = 30
shown in Figures 14, however, the optimizer forces the solu
to be an identical configuration. The resulting configurations
identical, but the performances became very low with deadl
occurring almost everywhere.

This example has degree of resource sharing between
ample 1 and Example 2, with additional complexity of the p
tential deadlock. The robustness optimization seems to per
effectively in achieving the consistently low production cost
avoiding deadlock situation. However, forcingx∗0 = x∗1 by high
wR value degrades the quality of the solution. This is observe
some extent in Example 1, but it showed in extreme (i.e.,occur-
10
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Figure 13. production cost–alpha plot for Example 3 with wr = 10. Petri

net 1: n(x̃0) = (1,1,3,1), Petri net 2: n(x̃1) = (2,1,2,2)), Petri net 3:

n(x∗0) = (1,1,3,2)) and n(x∗1) = (2,1,3,2)).
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Figure 14. production cost–alpha plot for Example 3 with wr = 60. Petri

net 1: n(x̃0) = (1,1,3,1), Petri net 2: n(x̃1) = (2,1,2,2), Petri net 3:

n(x∗0)) = (3,3,3,1) and n(x∗1) = (3,3,3,1).

rence of deadlock) in this example.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented an extension of our previ

work (Saitou, 1998) on robustness optimization of flexible m
ufacturing systems (FMS) that undergo forecasted product
variations. The extension is made to a more general clas
FMS performing “non-linear” or “cyclic” production that allow
multiple operation types per one machine type. As in our p
Copyright  1999 by ASME
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vious work (Saitou, 1998), a configuration of an FMS is mo
eled as a colored Petri net and the associated transition fi
sequence, and the robustness of FMS is defined as the ins
tivity of production performances against variations in prod
tion plan. The optimization of the robustness of the colored P
net model is formulated as a multi-objective optimization pro
lem which minimizes production costs under multiple produ
tion plans (batch sizes for all jobs), and reconfiguration cost
to production plan changes. A genetic algorithm, coupled w
a dispatching rule based on shortest imminent operation
(SIO), is used to simultaneously find an semi-optimal resou
allocation and event-driven schedule of a colored Petri net.
resulting Petri nets are then compared with the Petri nets o
mized for a particular production plan in order to address
effectiveness of the robustness optimization.

The simulation results suggest that the proposed robust
optimization scheme should be considered when the product
moderately different in their job specifications so that optimiz
for a particular production plan creates inevitably bottleneck
product flow and/or deadlock under other production plans.
a next step, we plant to investigate the classes of job speci
tions to which this type of robustness optimization scheme is
fective or non-effective. Definition of such classes would be
very useful tool for design for manufacturing (DFM) of produc
families. Since they are naturally manufactured in the situa
similar to the one considered in this paper, designing prod
families, not only for functional variety but also for manufactu
ing agility, would have high economical impact.
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Appendix A
The preandpost functions of the example colored Petri n

in Figures 1–3 are defined as follows:

pre(ps,t1,<a>) = f (<a>) = <a> = (1,0)
pre(ps,t1,<b>) = f (<b>) = <b> = (0,1)
pre(ps,t2,<b>) = f (<b>) = <b> = (0,1)

pre(pm1,t3,<a>) = f (<a>) = <a> = (1,0)
pre(pm1,t3,<b>) = f (<b>) = <b> = (0,1)
pre(pm2,t4,<b>) = f (<b>) = <b> = (0,1)

post(pm1,t1,<a>) = g(<a>) = <a> = (1,0)
post(pm1,t1,<b>) = g(<b>) = <b> = (0,1)
11
i-
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-

post(pm2,t2,<b>) = g(<b>) = <b> = (0,1)
post(pg,t3,<a>) = g(<a>) = <a> = (1,0)
post(pg,t3,<b>) = g(<b>) = <b> = (0,1)
post(pg,t4,<b>) = g(<b>) = <b> = (0,1)

For other points(p,t,c) not defined above,pre(p,t,c) and
post(p,t,c) are undefined.
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